DESIGN GUIDE

Printed Labels
Essential information for designing your
custom printed labels.
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Printed clothing labels are suitable for a range of purposes including
brand identity, garment embellishment and carrying care information.
The sections below will explain the design options available.

Contents &
Key Info

Material

Cotton . Polyester Satin . Tyvek

Size

Custom Sizes

Colour

Base Colour . Design Colours

Cut & Fold

End Fold . Mitre Fold . Straight Cut . Centre Fold . Manhattan Fold . Roll Form

A breakdown of the key areas
covered by our design guide plus
information regarding minimums and
lead times.
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Minimum Order
Quantity

Sampling
Lead Time

Production
Lead Time

1,000

14-16

18-21

Pieces

Approximate Working Days

Approximate Working Days
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Material
& Style
Printed labels are suitable for a range

Cotton

Polyester Satin

Cotton labels are soft, natural looking labels suitable for use as a

Polyester satin printed labels are most commonly used as

neck label on a range of garments or for outer garment branding.

care/content labels but can also be used as neck labels.

Tyvek

of purposes, so we offer different
materials to suit your application.

Tyvek is a synthetic fabric made of high-density plastic fibres. It is
wear and tear resistant and we would recommend that it is only used
labels that will not come into contact with the skin.
ukpaccessories.com
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Colours

Size

Design Colours
Designs can be printed to spot colours,
matching to TPX or C Pantone

Design
Specifications
As our printed labels are custom
made, you can specify your exact
requirements in terms of design.

references.

Our printed labels are made to your
required size. When choosing a size, you
will need to consider how the labels is
being used and how detailed your

Full colour photograph designs can also

design is.

be printed in 4 colour-process (CMYK).

Base Colours

Usage

Cotton labels often have a natural ecru
base colour but can be over printed if

Cotton labels are predominantly used

required.

as neck labels on outerwear or for
external branding, while polyester satin

Polyester satin labels typically have a

and tyvek labels are often used to carry

black or white base, though we can over

wash and care information.

print ground colours.
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Cut & Fold
Options

End Fold

Mitre Fold

Straight Cut

UKP

UKP

UKP

Label is folded at left and right hand

Ends are folded up and under to create

Label is cut and edges are sealed.

side.

a tab.

Centre Fold

Manhattan Fold

Roll Form

Various cut and fold options are
possible so you can create a label to
suit your application.

UKP

UKP
Labels are supplied on a continuous roll.

Label is folded in the middle and is
usually sewn into a seam.
Label is folded at the top and centre.
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You now have all the tools to get designing your
printed labels, but if you still have any questions, do not
hesitate to get in touch. We look forward to hearing
from you and seeing your designs.
enquiries@ukpaccessories.com

If you are looking for design inspiration, or would like to
see other products within our range, visit our website.
www.ukpaccessories.com

